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1. Introduction

We present in this chapter a practical approach in building Arabic automatic speech recognition (ASR) system for mobile telecommunication service applications. We also present a procedure in conducting acoustic modelling adaptation to better take into account the pronunciation variation across the Arabic speaking countries.

Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is the common spoken and written language for all the Arab countries, ranging from Morocco in the west to Syria in the East, including Egypt, and Tunisia. However, the pronunciation varies significantly from one country to another to a degree that two persons from different countries may not be able understand each other. This is because Arabic speaking countries are characterized by a large number of dialects that differ to an extent that they are no longer mutually intelligible and could almost be described as different languages. Arabic dialects are often spoken rather than written varieties. MSA is common across the Arab countries, but it is often influenced by the dialect of the speaker. This particularity of the Arabic countries constitutes a practical problem in the development of a speech-based application in this region; suppose a speech application system is built for one country influenced by one dialect, what does it take to adapt the system to serve another country with a different dialect region? This is particularly challenging since resource to build accurate speaker independent Arabic ASR system for mobile telecommunication service applications are limited for most of the Arabic dialects and countries.

Recent advances in speaker independent automatic speech recognition (SI-ASR) have demonstrated that highly accurate recognition can be achieved, if enough training data is available. However, the amount of available speech data that take into account the dialectal variation of each Arabic country is limited, making it challenging to build a high performance SI-ASR system, especially when we target specific applications. Another big challenge when building an SI-ASR is to handle speaker variations in spoken language. These variations can be due to age, gender, educational level as well as the dialectical variants of Arabic language. Usually an ASR system trained in one regional variation exhibits poorer performance when applied to another regional variation. Three problems may arise when a SI-ASR system built for one dialect but applied to target users with a different dialect: (1) Acoustic model mismatch, (2) Pronunciation lexicon mismatch and (3) Language model mismatch.
In the following we show how to build an Arabic speech recognition system for mobile telecommunication service applications. Furthermore we show how to adapt the acoustic model and the pronunciation lexicon of ASR systems for the Modern Standard Arabic to better take into account the pronunciation variation across the Arabic countries. This is a challenging problem especially when not enough data is available for every country. One of the topics we address is the dialect adaptation across the region. We investigate how a Modern Standard Arabic ASR system trained on one variation of the language in one country A can be adapted to perform better in a different Arab speaking country B, especially where only small amount of data related to country B is available. We show in this chapter how we take into account the pronunciation variation and how we adapt the acoustic model.

Experiments are conducted on Orientel (Oriental, 2001) database covering, in addition to Modern Standard Arabic, Arabic dialect spoken in Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt, Jordan, and United Arab Emirate. Results show an interesting improvement is achieved by using our adaptation technique. In this work, we experiment dialect adaptation from Tunisian (Maghreb Arabic) dialect to Jordan (Levantine Arabic) MSA dialect.

In section 2 and section 3, we discuss SI-ASR model training and adaptation techniques that are language neural. In section 4, we demonstrate a real-world practise on building Arabic speech recognition systems with both model estimation techniques and adaptation techniques. We then conclude the paper in section 5.

2. Hidden Markov Model parameter estimation for speaker independent speech recognition

Although other pattern recognition methods have been developed in the history of speech recognition research and development, the hidden Markov model (HMM) method is by far the most successful method used in speech recognition. Almost all modern speech recognition research and commercial systems are using some form of HMM to model the spectral and temporal variations of basic speech units. HMM is a very powerful statistical method of characterizing the observed data samples of a discrete-time series. For speaker independent speech recognition, HMM provides an efficient way to build parametric models on large amount of observation samples (e.g., speech data collection from many speakers.). Incorporate with the dynamic programming principle, it can be used for pattern segmentation and classification of a time-varying sequence. HMM and dynamic programming are the two key technologies for most of the modern SI-ASR systems today.

2.1 Hidden Markov Model

The basic HMM theory for pattern classification was developed by Baum and his colleagues during 1960s and 70s (Baum 1966~1970). The hidden Markov model is a statistical model that uses a finite number of states where the output observation is a random variable X generated according to a output probabilistic function associated with each state. It can be viewed as a double-embedded stochastic process with an underlying stochastic process (the state sequence) not directly observable (hence “hidden”). A hidden Markov model is defined as:

1. \( O = \{o_1, o_2, \cdots, o_M\} \) – An output observation alphabet.
2. \( S = \{s_1, s_2, \cdots, s_N\} \) – A set of states representing the state space of the model.
3. \( A = \{a_{ij}\} \) - A transition probability matrix, where \( a_{ij} \) is the probability of taking a transition from state \( i \) to state \( j \):

\[
a_{ij} = P(s_t = j \mid s_{t-1} = i)
\]  

(1)

4. \( B = \{b_i(k)\} \) - An output probability matrix, where \( b_i(k) \) is the probability of emitting symbol \( o_k \) when state \( I \) is entered. Let \( X = X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_t, \ldots \) be the observed output of the HMM. The state sequence \( S = s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_t, \ldots \) is not observed (hidden). Therefore, \( b_i(k) \) can be written as:

\[
b_i(k) = P(X_t = o_k \mid s_t = i)
\]  

(2)

5. \( \pi = \{\pi_i\} \) - An output initial state distribution, where

\[
\pi_i = P(s_0 = i), \quad 1 \leq j \leq N
\]  

(3)

All probabilities must satisfy the following properties

\[
a_{ij} \geq 0, \quad b_i(k) \geq 0, \quad \pi_i \geq 0, \quad \forall \text{ all } i, j, k
\]  

(4)

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{N} a_{jk} = 1, \quad \sum_{k=1}^{M} b_i(k) = 1, \quad \sum_{i=1}^{N} \pi_i = 1
\]  

(5)

In continuous observation density HMMs, the observations are continuous signals (vectors), the observation probabilities then often be replaced by finite mixture probability density functions (pdf):

\[
b_j(o) = \sum_{k=1}^{M} c_{jk} N(o, \mu_{jk}, \sigma_{jk}), \quad 1 \leq j \leq N
\]  

(6)

where \( o \) is the observation vector being modelled. \( c_{jk} \) is the mixture coefficient for the kth mixture in state \( j \) and \( N \) is any log-concave or elliptically symmetric density (in speech recognition, Gaussian pdf is commonly used). Without loss of generality, we can assume that \( N \) is Gaussian in (3) with mean vector \( \mu_{jk} \) and covariance matrix \( \sigma_{jk} \) for the kth mixture component in state \( j \). The mixture gain \( c_{jk} \) satisfy

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{M} c_{jk} = 1, \quad 1 \leq j \leq N
\]  

(7)

\[
c_{jk} \geq 0, \quad 1 \leq j \leq N, \quad 1 \leq k \leq M
\]  

(8)

so that the pdf is properly normalized, i.e.,

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} b_j(o)do = 1, \quad 1 \leq j \leq N
\]  

(9)

In practical acoustic speech signal modelling, we generally assume that HMM is in left to right format with equal transitional probability
and $\pi$ is uniform distribution to simplify the model topology. Hence the model parameter estimation becomes estimate probability matrix in equation (2) for discrete HMMs, and Gaussian pdf parameters in equation (6) for continuous density HMMs, given training speech data set and model topology. A typical 3-state left to right HMM phoneme model topology is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. A 3-state hidden Markov phoneme model topology example

### 2.2 HMM parameter estimation

Given the above form HMM, there are three basic problems of interests must be solved to for the HMM to be useful in real-world applications (Rabiner, 1989)

1. **The evaluation problem**
   - Given the observation sequence $O = (o_1, o_2, ..., o_T)$, and a model $\lambda = (A, B, \pi)$, how do we compute $P(O \mid \lambda)$, the probability of the observation sequence?

2. **The decoding problem**
   - Given the observation sequence $O = (o_1, o_2, ..., o_T)$ and the model $\lambda$, what is the most likely state sequence $q = \{q_1, q_2, ..., q_T\}$ in the model that produces the observations?

3. **The learning problem**
   - How do we adjust the model parameters $\lambda = (A, B, \pi)$ to maximize $P(O \mid \lambda)$?

In this chapter, we concentrate on the third problem which is the problem on how to train HMMs, given a set of speech training data and model topology. Combine with the forward and backward procedure designate to solve Problem 1 with Baum-Welsh EM (expectation-maximization) method (Dempster, 1977) using maximum likelihood (ML) approach, an iterative procedure is developed to estimate and re-estimate continuous density HMM model parameters efficiently (Rabiner, 1989):

\[
\overline{C}_{jk} = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{T} \gamma_{t}(j,k)}{\sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \gamma_{t}(j,k)}
\]
where \( \gamma_t(j,k) \) is the probability of being in state \( j \) at time \( t \) with the \( k \)th mixture component account for \( o_t \):

\[
\gamma_t(j,k) = \frac{\alpha_t(j)\beta_t(j)N(o_t, \mu_{jk}, \sigma_{jk})}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} \alpha_t(j)\beta_t(j)}
\]

Forward variable

\[
\alpha_t(i) = P(o_t, o_{t+1}, q_t = i \mid \lambda)
\]

Can be calculated efficiently using inductive algorithm:
1. Initialization
\[
\alpha_1(i) = \pi_i \beta_1(o_1), \quad 1 \leq i \leq N
\]
2. Induction
\[
\alpha_{t+1}(f) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_t(i) a_{ij} \beta_{t+1}(o_{t+1}), \quad 1 \leq t \leq T-1
\]
3. Termination
\[
P(O \mid \lambda) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_T(i)
\]

Similarly, the backward variable

\[
\beta_t(i) = P(o_{t+1}o_{t+2}...o_T \mid q_t = i, \lambda)
\]

Can be calculated:
1. Initialization
\[
\beta_T(i) = 1, \quad 1 \leq i \leq N
\]
2. induced

\[ \beta_t(j) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} a_j b_j (o_{t+1}) \beta_{t+1}(j), \quad t = T-1, T-2, ..., 1, 1 \leq i \leq N \] (23)

Another commonly used approach is segmental ML training (also referred as Viterbi training) (Rabiner, 1986) which using K-means model parameter estimation and Viterbi algorithm re-segment the state sequence iteratively until model convergence.

In following sections, we discuss issues to train real-world application continuous density HMMs. Similar procedure applies to HMM training with tied mixture density functions and tied-state HMMs, with moderate algorithm modifications.

2.3 HMM topology

In HMM speech modelling, we assume each of the HMM state capture part of the speech as a quasi-stationary segment (20 ~ 30 milliseconds). For left-to-right HMM, all we need to decide is the number of states. This decision is depend on the word pronunciation and duration of the speech the HMM to model. For a long word or a phrase model, a HMM to model it may need 10 or more states. For a sub word or a phoneme model, 3 to 5 states are commonly used. Since silence and pause in speech is stationary, 1 to 3 states will be sufficient. Also for training purpose, available speed data to train the model will affect the number of states decision since there must be sufficient data (speech feature vectors) to train each of the states.

2.4 Initial estimation

A key question is that how to choose initial estimates of the HMM parameters so that the local maximum is equal to or as close as possible to the global maximum of the likelihood function? Experimentally, we observed that for raw training data, random or uniform initial estimates of \(A\) (Equation (1)) and \(\pi\) (Equation (3)) are adequate but a good initial estimation of \(B\) is required for continuous density HMM estimation. Here the most difficult problem is model state level segmentation that is hard to do by human labelling process. Here are a few practices in real-world application cases:

1. If there is a pre-built HMM that closes to the language acoustics of the target HMM, the pre-built HMM can be used to perform initial segmentation of the data to get better word, phoneme, and state boundaries. In case of acoustic feature mismatch, a signal and model conversion and rescaling is required.

   In this chapter, we will show how to use HMM trained on studio recorded, wideband speech to bootstrap HMM to be trained using narrow band telephony and mobile speech.

2. If there is human labelled speech data at speech element level (phoneme for sub word system, word for whole word recognition system.), we can use a random or uniform segmentation approach estimated the state segmentation to initialize the training. Then K-mean clustering (MacQueen, 1967), (Hartigan & Wong, 1979)) can be used to create initial model. We can further refine the model using segmental kmeans iteration method (Rabiner 1986) or EM algorithms described above.

3. Furthermore, model adaptation and cross dialect and/or language phoneme mapping may be used for bootstrapping as well.
2.5 Effects of insufficient training data

In general, there are always finite amount of data to train HMM for a given target language and/or dialect. Hence we find always an inadequate number of occurrences of low probability events to give good estimates of the model parameters. There are literature discusses on effects of inadequate data and solutions on this issue ((Jelinek, 1980), (Rabiner & Juang 1992)). Here are some practices to address this issue:

1. Try to increase the training data to fill the data gap. But this is not always possible due to data collection availability or associated cost.
2. Decrease the model complexity (reduce model set size to remove rare seen acoustic event models, or reduce the mixture number for HMM with low count of available acoustic event). But this may produce model set with inadequate coverage of a language.
3. Using a floor value to replace the observation probability or density function.
4. For context dependent HMM, using tied state and furthermore tied mixture techniques to cover certain acoustic context events with low count.

Other smoothing techniques such as deleted interpolation (Jelinek, 1980) and Bayesian smoothing have been suggested to compensate the sparse data difficulties.

2.6 Duration modeling

Although HMM is a powerful statistical modelling tool, there are limitations of HMM to model real-world speech signals. One of the well known limitations is the duration model, which is the exponential decrease as represented as

\[ d_i(t) = a_i^d (1 - a_i) \]  

(24)

To improve duration modelling, an explicit time duration distribution can be built for each state. This duration distribution function parameters can be estimated from training data. Or a simple histogram distribution can be created which limit to finite number of duration time length.

3. Adaptation and corrective training techniques

In real-world speech applications, it often requires a speech recognition system to adapt its acoustic and language models to new situations. Most of the speaker dependent system do need adapt to it’s user in order to be produce satisfactory performance. Even a well trained robust speaker independent system that can accommodate wide range of speakers and environment may always have the situation that there is a mismatch between the model and the operating condition. If there is adequate training data and computing resource, the SI-ASR system may be re-trained to the new environment and users. But in most of the real-world situations, there is neither enough data nor resource to retrain the system. An alternative solution is to apply adaptation algorithms using limited data and computing resource to reduce the mismatches mentioned above to improve system performance. Therefore, a well built real-world speech recognition should have adaptation capability to minimize the possible mismatch in short time and minimum calibration data (e.g., a few utterances from a speaker can adapt the system in favour of the speaker using it).

Many effective adaptation techniques have been developed to improve real-world speech applications. Basically, these adaptation techniques can be divided to two categories: model
adaptations and channel adaptations. The former adaptation changes acoustic and/or language model parameters (linear or non-linear transformations) to improve recognition accuracy. It is more suitable for speaker variations, unseen language situations and accents not covered in model training data. In most of the case, the system apply model adaptation are tuned to a specific speaker or a new dialect group of speakers. The latter is mainly addressing acoustic channel environment situation changes and improves recognition by tuning the system to be more environments robust. Channel adaptation (or front end adaptation) algorithms such as dynamic cepstral mean subtraction and signal bias removal (Rahim, 1994) are become a standard component to most of the modern speech recognition systems.

In this chapter, we are focusing on the former adaptation to address situation changes require model parameter changes for new dialects and vast acoustic environment changes. The most common adaptation techniques are maximum a posterior (MAP) and maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) algorithms. We briefly describe these two adaptation methods in the following sections.

### 3.1 MAP model adaptation

Maximum a posterior (MAP) estimation uses Bayesian learning framework to obtain estimation of random HMM parameter vector $\lambda$ (Lee, 1996). For a given set training / adaptation data $x$, the conventional ML estimation assumes that $\lambda$ is fixed but unknown and solves the equation

$$
\hat{\lambda}_{ML} = \arg \max_{\lambda} f(x | \lambda)
$$

(25)

where $f(x | \lambda)$ is the likelihood of observation $x$. i.e., MAP formulation assumes that the parameter $\lambda$ to be a random vector with a know distribution $f$. Furthermore, we assume there is a correlation between the observation vectors and the parameters so that a statistical inference of $\lambda$ can be made using a small set of adaptation data $x$. Before making any new observations, $\lambda$ is assumed to have a prior density $g(\lambda)$ and new data are incorporated, $\lambda$ is characterized by a posterior density $g(\lambda | x)$. The MAP estimate maximizes the posterior density

$$
\hat{\lambda}_{MAP} = \arg \max_{\lambda} g(\lambda | x) = \arg \max_{\lambda} f(x | \lambda)g(\lambda)
$$

(26)

Since the parameters of a prior density can also be estimated from an existing HMM $\lambda_0$, this framework provides a way to combine with newly acquired data $x$ in an optimal way.

Let $x = (x_1, ..., x_N)$ be a set of scalar observations that are independent and identical distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian distribution with mean $m$ and variance $\sigma^2$. Here assume that the mean $m$ is a random variable and the variance $\sigma^2$ is fixed. I can be shown that the conjugate prior for $m$ is also Gaussian with mean $\mu$ and variance $\kappa^2$. If we use the conjugate prior for the mean to perform MAP adaptation, then the MAP estimation for the parameter $m$ is

$$
\tilde{m} = \frac{N \kappa^2}{\sigma^2 + N \kappa^2} \bar{x} + \frac{\sigma^2}{\sigma^2 + N \kappa^2} \mu
$$

(27)

where $N$ is the total number of training samples and $\bar{x}$ is the sample mean.
Using a prior density

\[ g(\sigma^2) = \begin{cases} \cos \tan t, & \text{if } \sigma^2 \geq \sigma^2_{\min} \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  \tag{28}

The MAP estimate of the variance is

\[ \tilde{\sigma}^2 = \begin{cases} S_x, & \text{if } S_x \geq \sigma^2_{\min} \\ \sigma^2_{\min}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  \tag{29}

where \( S_x \) is the sample variance of \( x \).

From (27), we can see that the MAP estimation of the Gaussian mean is a weighted average of the prior mean \( \mu \) and the sample mean.

The MAP training can be iterative as well. This requires an initial estimate of model parameters.

### 3.2 MMLR model adaptation

We can use a set of linear regression transformation functions to map both mean and covariance (variance for diagonal covariance matrix) in order to maximize the likelihood of the adaptation data (Leggetter, 1995). Since the transformation parameters can be estimated from relatively small amount of adaptation data, it is very effective for rapid adaptation. The maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) has been widely used to obtain adapt models for either a new speaker or a new environment condition.

Specifically, MLLR is a model adaptation method that estimates a set of linear transformations for the mean and variance parameters of a Gaussian mixture HMM system. The transformation matrix used to give a new estimate of the adapted mean is given by

\[ \tilde{\mu} = W \xi \]  \tag{30}

Where \( W \) is the \( n \times (n+1) \) transformation matrix (\( n \) is the dimensionality of the data) and \( \xi \) is the extended mean vector

\[ \xi = (w, \mu_1, \mu_2, ..., \mu_n)^T \]  \tag{31}

where \( w \) is a bias offset (normally a constant). It has been show that \( W \) can be estimated as

\[ w_i = k_i(i)G(i)^{-1} \]  \tag{32}

where \( w_i \) is the \( i \)th row of \( W \), and

\[ G(i) = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \frac{1}{\sigma_i^m} \xi_m \xi_m^T \sum_{t=1}^{T} L_m(t) \]  \tag{33}

and

\[ k_i(i) = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{t=1}^{T} L_m(t) \frac{1}{\sigma_i^m} \theta_i(t) \xi_m \]  \tag{34}
where \( L_m(t) \) is the occupancy probability for the mixture component \( m \) at time \( t \). Similarly, variance transformation matrix can be calculated iteratively.

### 3.3 Comparison of MAP and MLLR

In general, MLLR performs better when adaptation data is limited. But when more adaptation data are available, MAP becomes more accurate. Also MLLR can combine with MAP to improve performance for both less and more adaptation data situations. When more adaptation data is available, MAP is more computation efficient. For more details, readers may refer to (Wang et al., 2003).

### 4. Experiments

In this section, we present and discuss our experiment on building SI-ASR for Arabic speech recognition for dialect variations. In this work, we use phoneme level sub word HMM models for the SI-ASR. Therefore the generic techniques on model estimation and adaptation all can apply to this work. The main purposes in this work is to bootstrap SI-ASR systems for telecommunication network applications, from a SI-ASR system built on studio recorded speech. Obviously, there is a significant acoustic mismatch and dialect mismatch. Another problem we need to solve is the phonetic mapping of the different systems. First, we introduce the speech corpora used in the experiment.

#### 4.1 Speech corpora in experiments

The following speech corpora are used in our experiments

##### 4.1.1 West Point speech corpus

Since we don’t have an initial bootstrap wireless telephony acoustic model, we bootstrap the experiment using an existing Arabic acoustic model trained on West Point Speech Corpus (WPA) (LaRocca, 2002) which is a collection of wideband studio speech recording. The West Point Arabic Speech Corpus (WPA) contains MSA speech data that was collected by members of the Department of Foreign languages at the United States Military Academy at West Point and the Center for Technology Enhanced Language Learning (CTELL). The original purpose of this corpus was to train acoustic models for automatic speech recognition that could be used as an aid in teaching Arabic language. The corpus consists of 8,516 speech files, total 11.42 hours of speech data. Each speech file represents one person reciting one prompt from one of four prompt scripts. The utterances were recorded using a Shure SM10A microphone and a RANE Model MS1 pre-amplifier. The files were recorded as 16-bit PCM audio files, with a sampling rate of 22.05 KHz. Approximately 7200 of the recordings are from native informants and 1200 files are from non-native informants. Overall, there are about 30% of non-native speakers contributed about 10% of the total speech recording. There is no information given on the origin countries/regions of the native speakers in the database. There is 1128 distinct orthographic word in the WPA lexicon. The WPA phoneme symbol set is shown in Table 1.

##### 4.1.2 Orientel corpora

OrienTel (OrienTel, 2001) is a data collection and research project driven by an international industrial and academic consortium. The goal of OrienTel is to enable the project's
participants to design and develop speech-based multilingual interactive communication services for the Mediterranean and the Middle East, ranging from Morocco in the West to the Gulf States in the east, including Turkey and Cyprus. These applications will typically be implemented on mobile and multi-modal platforms such as GSM or UMTS phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs) or combinations of the two.

Examples of applications are unified messaging, information retrieval, customer care, banking, and service portals. To achieve this goal, the consortium conducts various surveys of the OrienTel region, compiles a set of linguistic databases, conducts research into ASR-related problems the OrienTel languages hold and develops demonstrator applications bearing evidence of OrienTel's multilingual orientation.

During OrienTel project, 21 databases (Zitouni et. al., 2002) were collected to cover the four broad Arabic dialect regions, namely Mahgreb Arabic, Egyptian Arabic, Levantine Arabic and Gulf Arabic. Additional languages of commercial interest were also collected in the OrienTel region are English, French, German, Cypriote Greek, Turkish and Hebrew. Three

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>voiced pharyngeal fricative</td>
<td>iy</td>
<td>high front tense vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>velarized voiced alveolar stop</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>voiced palato-alveolar fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>voiced velar fricative</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>voiceless velar stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>voiceless pharyngeal fricative</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>voiceless alveolar lateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>voiceless glottal fricative</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>voiced bilabial nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>velarized voiceless alveolar stop</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>voiced alveolar nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>velarized voiceless alveolar stop</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>voiceless uvular stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH</td>
<td>velarized voiced interdental fricative</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>voiced alveolar flap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>voiced interdental fricative</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>voiceless alveolar fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ae</td>
<td>low front vowel</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>voiceless palato-alveolar fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ah</td>
<td>low back vowel</td>
<td>sil</td>
<td>silence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aw</td>
<td>back upgliding diphthong</td>
<td>sp</td>
<td>short pause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ay</td>
<td>front upgliding diphthong</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>voiceless alveolar stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>bilabial voiced stop</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>voiceless interdental fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>voiced alveolar stop</td>
<td>uw</td>
<td>high back rounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ey</td>
<td>upper mid front vowel</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>voiced bilabial approximant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>voiceless labiodental fricative</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>voiceless velar fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>voiced velar stop</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>voiced palatal approximant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>voiceless glottal fricative</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>voiced alveolar fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ih</td>
<td>high front lax vowel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. West Point Arabic Speech Database Phoneme Set
Table 2. Collected linguistic varieties in the OrienTel region and partners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>1st linguistic variety</th>
<th>2nd linguistic variety</th>
<th>3rd linguistic variety</th>
<th>Partner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>Colloquial Gulf Arabic as spoken in the UAE</td>
<td>Standard Arabic as spoken in the UAE</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Scansoft (Now Nuance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>Colloquial Levantine Arabic as spoken in Jordan</td>
<td>Standard Arabic as spoken in Jordan</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Lucent Technologies (Now Alcatel-Lucent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>Colloquial Egyptian Arabic</td>
<td>Standard Arabic as spoken in Egypt</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>IBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>Colloquial Maghreb Arabic spoken in Morocco</td>
<td>Standard Arabic as spoken in Morocco</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>ELDA/UPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>Colloquial Maghreb Arabic spoken in Tunisia</td>
<td>Standard Arabic as spoken in Tunisia</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>UPC/ELDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel, Palestine</td>
<td>Colloquial Levantine Arabic as spoken in Israel and Palestine</td>
<td>Hebrew as spoken in Israel</td>
<td>NSC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>Greek as spoken in Cyprus</td>
<td>English as spoken in Cyprus</td>
<td>Knowledge /Univ. of Patras</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey, Germany</td>
<td>Turkish as spoken in Turkey</td>
<td>German spoken by Turks in Germany</td>
<td>Siemens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Collected linguistic varieties in the OrienTel region and partners

Languages were collected for each of the Arabic countries: 500 speaker collection of the Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), 1000 speakers’ collection of the Modern Colloquial Arabic (MCA), and 500 speakers of the 3rd language used in business in this country (English, French, German, etc.). The databases produced are shown in Table 2. The general speech contents classes of the databases are defined in Table 3. All OrienTel collections are phonetically labelled with SAMPA (SAMPA, 2005) phoneme system and symbol set (c.f. Table 5).

Two of the Orientel speech databases used in our study are MSA Tunisia and MSA Jordan (c.f. Table 4). The common features for the data collections are as the following: Each of the speakers recorded 51 utterances in his/her session, within the contents defined in Table 1. The total speech duration approximates to 45 hours for each of the databases. The recordings were performed from offices, homes, public places and on streets. The speech data is sufficient for acoustic training and testing for various application domains. About 80% of the data is defined as the training set and 20% is defined as the testing set. The division of the training set and testing set is based on recording sessions. Therefore no
speaker is in both sets. Some of the content classes suitable for training and other linguistic research (the A, W, S, X contents in Table 3) are excluded from testing set. Also training and testing sets were divided as even as possible per gender and age group distributions. The speaker ages are in the range of 16 to 60. The lexicon size for both of the databases is around 26,000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th># of Uttr.</th>
<th>Utterance Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I, B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>isolated digits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>digit/number strings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>natural number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>currency amount (local and foreign)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>yes/no questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Dates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>application keyword/keyphrases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>word spotting phrases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>directory assistance names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Spellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>phonetically rich words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>phonetically rich sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>spontaneous items (for control use)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. OrienTel Database Content Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSA database</th>
<th>Speakers (Males/Females)</th>
<th>Dialect Region</th>
<th>Mobile Network (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>598 (359/239)</td>
<td>Maghreb</td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>556 (288/268)</td>
<td>Levantinie</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Orientel Tunisia and Jordan MSA Databases

All OrienTel speech corpora are collected mainly on mobile telephone networks with smaller portion of speech collected on wired line telephone networks. All the telephone networks are digital.

4.2 Experimental results

Our experiment has the following steps:
1. Speech data feature extraction and acoustic model structure selection.
2. Bootstrap using existing, wide band MSA ASR system to a narrow band ASR system.
3. Retrain and global MLLR adaptation to Tunisian MSA ASR system.
4. Dialect adaptation to Jordan MSA ASR system.

We illustrate in Figure 3 the different steps we follow in the next few sub-sections in order to build an accurate SI-ASR system for Jordanian MSA. We remind the reader that our goal is to show how we can adapt an Arabic MSA SI-ASR system built on speech data spoken in one country (e.g., Tunisia) to be more effective when used by speakers in another country (e.g., Jordan). Here we assume that we don’t have enough data in the target language (e.g., Jordan) to train a complete system from scratch. This is why we consider the Tunisian MSA
Table 5. SAMPA to WPA phone set mapping

Si-ASR system as our baseline. The third step described earlier in this section shows how to built the Tunisian MSA Si-ASR system and the fourth step describes how the adaptation is conducted to build a more accurate Si-ASR system used by speakers from the target language (e.g. Jordanian).
4.2.1 Feature extraction and model structure selection
Our experiment speech data feature extraction and model structure selections are as the following:
- We select 39 MFCC feature vector for speech feature extraction (12 c, 12 Δc, 12 ΔΔc, e, Δe, and ΔΔe) (Young, 2006).
- The models are continuous density HMMs. All the phone models are 3-state and 16 mixtures. The leading and ending silence/noise model is 3-state and 16 mixtures. The inter-word silence model is 1-state and 16 mixtures.
- Only mono-phone models are used in our preliminary research. We want to use this simple acoustic mapping to identify the basic acoustic and language features before moving to advanced acoustic modeling (e.g., context dependent models) in the next step.

4.2.2 Acoustic model bootstrap
In order to use the wide band recorded WPA speech data to bootstrap a 8 KHz narrow band speech recognition system for mobile voice communication applications, we down sampled the 22050 Hz training data to 8 KHz sampling, along with a 300-3400 Hz band pass filtering to approximate the characteristics of the typical mobile voice communication channels. Along with the WPA speech corpus, the WPA authors provided a pre-built HTK ASR HMM model from WPA speech data to make it easy for us to segment the speech data automatically to the phoneme level. Using the down sampled data, the following two steps shown in Figure 2 are applied to build our bootstrap MSA ASR:
- The segmental K-means and maximum likelihood HMM training algorithms were used for WPA 8 KHz model bootstrap, followed by multiple iterations of Baum- Welch model parameter re-estimation to refine the model until it converged to the best performance by testing it on WPA test set, which produced the WPA 8 KHz ASR system WP_8K_0.
The WPA to SAMPA phone mapping was applied to WP_8K_0 to create WP_8K_1, which uses SAMPA phoneme set.

4.2.3 SAMPA to WPA phone set mapping
After analyzing of the WPA database, we concluded that the WPA speech data was sufficient for the creation of all the MSA allophone models that can be mapped to the target OrienTel MSA speech recognition using SAMPA phoneme set. Table 5 provides a mapping between them. Since two SAMPA Arabic phones “l’” and “u:” are missing in the WPA system, we used two close phones “l” and “u” to clone them for bootstrap. Then the phone models are rebuilt on the whole Orientel Tunisia MSA training set. Two foreign language SAMPA phones “p” and “V” are not presented in either WPA data or in OrienTel Tunisian database. We fill this gap by borrowing the phoneme models from an English ASR system. Besides, three vowels “aw”, “ay”, and “ey” appeared in WPA are not used in SAMPA.

4.2.4 Tunisian MSA speech recognition system from WPA recognition system
Once we built the WP_8K_1 ASR system, we experiment both model re-estimation and global MLLR model adaptation to produce MSA ASR systems using OrienTel Tunisian training data. The four MSA speech recognition systems built are:

- **WP_8K_1**: The baseline telephone SI-ASR system by WPA down sampling.
- **BW_6**: The retrained on Tunisian MSA training set, with 6 iterations of Baum- Welch parameter re-estimation, bootstrapped by WP_8K_1 model.
- **MLLR_1**: MLLR model mean adaptation on WP_8K_1, using Tunisian MSA training set.
- **MAP_1**: MAP adaptation on MLLR_1 on both mean and variances, using Tunisian MSA training set.

Since we are using supervised training in our experiment, we only select a subset of speech recording with good labelling. We also excluded incomplete recorded speech and other exceptions. The total number of retraining and adaptation utterances used in our experiment is 7554.

We test the MSA systems described above by using selected classes of Tunisian MSA data. The test result is shown in Table 6. All the tests are on complete OrienTel Tunisian test set with some excluded data classes described above. We use one pass Viterbi search algorithm with bean control to reduce search space to improve recognition speed. For language model, we use a manual written context free grammar to cover all the content classes described in Table 3, exclude class A, W, S, X not included in test. We also excluded incomplete recorded and improper labeled speech in Tunisian data collection test set. The total number of utterances we used in test is 1899.

From Table 6, we observed the following
• Acoustic and speaker mismatch can cause significant SI-ASR performance degradation when we use WPA down sampled system (WP_8K_1) to do test on OrienTel Tunisian MSA test set.
• Re-trained OrienTel Tunisian achieves the best performance at combined error rate reduction of 67%, compare to the original system WP_8K_1.
• A simple MLLR global adaptation on miss matched models can achieve 50% error reduction combined, given there are sufficient adaptation data.
• Further MAP adaptation achieves another 2.1% error reduction from MLLR_1 system. It is obvious that MLLR can achieve such good result is due to the main resource of errors from the initial WP_8K_1 is the acoustic channel miss match.

We observed poor results on yes/no (class Q) recognitions. And MAP even make it worse, oppose to overall improvement compare to other classes. From our initial analysis, this is due to pronunciation variations and poorly formed a prior density estimation described in section 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tunisian</th>
<th>MSA</th>
<th>ASR Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contents Code</td>
<td>WP_8K_1</td>
<td>BW_6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,B</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>7.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>34.13</td>
<td>6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>15.42</td>
<td>4.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>92.05</td>
<td>37.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>15.63</td>
<td>9.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>23.32</td>
<td>11.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>25.38</td>
<td>12.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>59.81</td>
<td>25.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>45.17</td>
<td>18.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Error rate</strong></td>
<td><strong>28.01</strong></td>
<td><strong>9.27</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Word error rates (%) on Tunisian MSA ASR systems, bootstrap from WPA ASR

**4.2.5 Tunisian to Jordan dialect adaptation**

In this section, we experiment adaptation from Tunisian dialect to Jordan dialect. To establish a baseline for comparison, we use the best model built on Tunisian training data, the six iteration of embedded Baum-Welsh trained model BM_6 described in previous section. We name it T1_BW_6 in this section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tunisian</th>
<th>MSA</th>
<th>ASR Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASR Systems</td>
<td>T1_BW_6</td>
<td>G_MLLR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Error rate</strong></td>
<td><strong>16.85</strong></td>
<td><strong>15.65</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Word error rates (%) on Jordan MSA ASR systems, adapted from Tunisian ASR

From Orientel Jordan data collection, we selected 1275 utterances from its test set which constitute about 80 speakers. Table 7 listed our testing results. From column 1, we observed that dialect mismatch degraded ASR performance. Instead of retrain the ASR system, we
randomly selected 600 utterances from Jordan training set to adapt a Tunisian ASR system to Jordan ASR system. This is about 2.5% of total Jordan training set of 23,289 utterances. Using global MLLR adaptation, we saw ASR accuracy improves by 7%. Furthermore, we tested MAP adaptation using the same adaptation set on T1_BW_6 model; we saw slightly accuracy improvement of less than 1%. We believe that for MAP adaptation, more data are needed since it adapts more parameters than produce a global transformation in MLLR.

In this experiment, we used the same recognition algorithm and slightly modified lexicon and context-free grammar as the last section experiment. The lexicon change is based on pronunciation we observed between Tunis and Jordan data collection. Using a PC with 2.4 Ghz Intel processor (Core 2 quad core, but only one is used since our software only use one thread), the 600 utterances adaptation only takes less than 10 minutes.

5. Conclusion

In this chapter, we studied several approaches in building Arabic speaker independent speech recognition for real-world communication service applications. In order to find out practical and efficient methods to build search a system using limited data resource, we study both traditional acoustic model re-estimations algorithms and adaptation methods, which require much less data to improve SI-ASR performance from an existing SI-ASR system with dialect mismatch. Also adaptation methods are more practical to implement as online system to improve SI-ASR at runtime, without restart the system. This is an important feature required by communication service applications, since we need high availability and a little room for down time.

In this work, we only study acoustic model re-estimation and adaptation aspects to improve SI-ASR in mismatched dialect environment. We also observed that there are significant pronunciation variations in different Arabic dialects that need lexicon changes to improve SI-ASR performance. We made lexicon modification when we experiment Tunisia to Jordan dialect adaptation as described above. Also we realize that there are language model variations between different dialects as well.
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